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EXPLANATORY NOTES 

 
INTRODUCTION 

2. These Explanatory Notes have been prepared by the Scottish Government to assist the 
reader of the Bill and to help inform debate on it. They do not form part of the Bill and have not 
been endorsed by the Parliament. 

3. The Notes should be read in conjunction with the Bill. They are not, and are not meant to 
be, a comprehensive description of the Bill. So where a section or schedule, or a part of a section 
or schedule, does not seem to require any explanation or comment, none is given. 

SUMMARY AND BACKGROUND 

4. The Long Leases (Scotland) Bill converts ultra-long leases into ownership.  For the 
purposes of the Bill, “ultra-long leases” are leases that were let for over 175 years and that have 
over 100 years left to run from the appointed day laid down in the Bill. Under the Bill, 
compensatory and additional payments are payable by tenants to landlords. Some leasehold 
conditions are preserved and become real burdens in the title deeds.  Landlords are also able to 
preserve sporting rights.    The traditional name for a lease in Scotland is “tack”. 

5. The Bill follows a report by the Scottish Law Commission1 published in December 2006 
and a Scottish Government consultation2 published in March 2010.   The Government introduced 
a Long Leases (Scotland) Bill in the last session of Parliament3 but this Bill fell when Parliament 
was dissolved for the Scottish elections in May 2011. 

OVERVIEW OF BILL 

6. Part 1 of the Bill covers conversion of long leases to ownership.   

7. Part 2 covers conversion of certain leasehold conditions to real burdens.  

8. Part 3 covers allocation of rents and renewal premiums. 

9. Part 4 covers compensation for loss of landlord’s rights.   

10. Part 5 covers exemption from conversion and continuing leases.   

11. Part 6 covers general and miscellaneous matters. 
                                                 
1 Scottish Law Commission Report 204, on the Conversion of Long Leases, can be found on the Commission’s 
website at http://www.scotlawcom.gov.uk/download_file/view/251/  
2 The Scottish Government consultation can be found at 
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2010/03/26131302/0 and the non-confidential responses at 
http://scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2010/07/15143717/0  
3 The Bill introduced in the last Parliament can be found on the Scottish Parliament’s website at 
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/Bills/22395.aspx  
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PART 1: CONVERSION OF LONG LEASE TO OWNERSHIP 

Overview of Part 1 of the Bill 

12. Part 1 lays down which leases are eligible for conversion to ownership under the Bill; 
which rights are extinguished and which continue and contains provisions enabling landlords to 
preserve sporting rights in relation to game and fishing. 

Determination of “qualifying lease” 

Section 1: Meaning of “qualifying lease” 

13. This section provides a definition of “qualifying lease” for the purposes of converting to  
ownership. Under subsections (3) and (4), a lease is “qualifying” if: 

• it is registered in the Sasines Register or the Land Register maintained by Registers 
of Scotland;  and 

• it was granted for more than 175 years and has more than 100 years left to run from 
the appointed day laid down in the Bill; and 

• the annual rent does not exceed £100; and 

• it does not include a harbour where there is a harbour authority; and 

• it was not granted for the sole purpose of allowing the tenant to install and maintain 
pipes or cables; and 

• it is not a lease of minerals or a lease containing minerals in which some payment is 
determined in relation to the exploitation of the minerals. 

14. Provision is made in section 65 for the registration of unregistered ultra-long leases. 
These are then treated under the Bill as “exempt leases” and provision is made in section 68 for 
the tenant to recall the exemption. Such leases then become eligible for conversion to ownership. 

15. Subsection (5) provides that leases which have been divided are to be treated as separate 
leases. 

Section 2: Further provision about annual rent 

16. This section makes provision relating to section 1(4)(a) to determine whether or not the 
annual rental under the lease exceeds £100. 

17. Subsection (2) provides that the rent for the purposes of section 1(4)(a) is deemed to be 
the rent as set out in the lease, subject to subsections (3) to (5). 

18. Subsection (3) disapplies subsection (2) in relation to cumulo rent.   Cumulo rent is 
defined in section 38 of the Bill and means a single rent payable in relation to two or more 
leases.   Section 39 allows the landlord to allocate cumulo rent to individual leases before the 
appointed day, when leases covered by the Bill convert to ownership.   When cumulo rent is 
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allocated in this way, it ceases to be cumulo rent.  After allocation of cumulo rent, if the annual 
rent in a lease is over £100, the lease can be exempted from conversion under section 64. 

19. Subsection (4) disapplies subsection (2) in relation to any non-monetary rent.  Section 
51(1)(a) makes provision for landlords to claim an additional payment in respect of any leases 
converting to ownership under the Bill where there is any right to any rent expressed wholly or 
partly in non-monetary terms (such as six fat hens). 

20. Subsection (5) disapplies subsection (2) in relation to any variable rent.  Section 64 of the 
Bill makes provision relating to the exemption of leases where the annual rental at any point 
during the period of 5 years before Royal Assent exceeded £100.   Section 64 allows landlords to 
register an agreement with the tenant or, if agreement cannot be reached, to register an order 
made by the Lands Tribunal for Scotland. 

Section 3: Only one lease is qualifying lease 

21. This section sets out rules where land is subject to two or more leases which satisfy the 
requirements in section 1. 

22. If land has been sublet, the sublease too might fulfil the criteria for conversion. The 
intention is that the last lease should qualify for conversion. If the sublease affects only part of 
the land originally leased, conversion would apply to this part and the head lease would be the 
qualifying lease for the remaining part. For example, if A, the owner of land, leases 10 hectares 
to B for 999 years and B in turn sublets 4 of these hectares to C for 920 years, C is the qualifying 
tenant in relation to the 4 hectares and B in relation to the remaining 6 hectares. 

Conversion of right of lease to ownership  

Section 4: Conversion of right of lease to right of ownership 

23. Under this section, the conversion of qualifying leases to ownership is automatic, unless 
the tenant chooses to opt out under Part 5 of the Bill. Conversion happens on the “appointed 
day”. The “appointed day” is defined in section 70 although this definition does not apply when 
a tenant of a lease recalls an exemption from conversion (see section 67(3)). 

Consequences of conversion 

Section 5: Extinction of certain rights and obligations  

24. Subsection (1) extinguishes all rights and obligations arising from the qualifying lease 
and any superior lease. The rights and obligations may be set out expressly in a deed or be 
implied by virtue of the landlord and tenant relationship. There is a saving for any rights or 
obligations that survive the appointed day in one form or another under sections 6 and 7 and Part 
2.  

25. Subsection (2) provides an exception for personal rights and obligations. 
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26. Subsection (3) makes it clear that the obligation to pay rent for any period before the 
appointed day remains enforceable. 

27. Subsection (4) prevents any proceedings being raised or continued after the appointed 
day for the enforcement of any rights and obligations extinguished by subsection (1).  It does not 
matter that the breach occurred before the appointed day. Any decree or interlocutor already 
pronounced does not survive the appointed day. For instance, an interdict enforcing a use 
restriction would cease to apply. 

28. Subsection (5) provides that subsection (4) does not apply to rights and obligations which 
survive the appointed day under sections 6 and 7 and Part 2. It will also remain possible after the 
appointed day to enforce a right to recover damages or a right to the payment of money (such as 
unpaid rent due before the appointed day). Subsection (5) further provides that subsection (4) 
does not apply to a right of irritancy. (“Irritancy” means a landlord’s right to terminate a lease). 
Section 73 contains specific provision on the extinction of right of irritancy in certain leases.  

Section 6: Subordinate real rights, reservations and pertinents 

29. This section sets out the subordinate real rights and encumbrances that burden the right of 
ownership of the converted land from the appointed day. It also makes provision in respect of 
pertinents (matters belonging to the lease) and reservations (matters excluded from the lease). In 
this section “converted land” is the land in which a right of ownership is created through the 
conversion of a qualifying lease under section 4(1)(a).   

30. Subsection (2) lays down that on the appointed day subordinate real rights over the 
qualifying lease (such as a standard security or a mortgage) become subordinate real rights over 
the right of ownership. 

31. Subsections (3) and (4) provide that the right of ownership created under section 4 is 
subject to any encumbrances and subordinate real rights, other than heritable securities, proper 
liferents (a right to use and enjoy a thing during life) or any superior leases, which burdened the 
head landlord’s ownership immediately before the appointed day. Servitudes, real burdens, and 
public rights of way, for example, will all continue. Subsection (4) does not affect the personal 
obligation of the debtor under the heritable security.  

32. Subsection (5) defines the extent of the converted land by reference to pertinents and 
reservations of the lease. On the appointed day, a pertinent of the qualifying lease becomes a 
pertinent of the converted land provided that it is of a type that is recognised as a pertinent of 
land. Excluded from the converted land is anything reserved from the qualifying lease (or any 
superior lease), provided that it is capable of being held as a separate tenement in land (i.e. 
capable of being owned separately). If the reservation is not capable of being held as a separate 
tenement, it is disregarded on conversion and forms part of the converted land.  

33. The main example of a reservation is a minerals reservation. Where the minerals are not 
already separate tenements, they become separate tenements on the appointed day when 
ownership of the surface is separated from ownership of the minerals. The reservation clause will 
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continue to regulate the relationship between the owner of the minerals (the former landlord) and 
the owner of the surface (the former tenant).   

34. Subsection (5) interacts with section 8. Under section 8 a notice may be registered 
converting reserved sporting rights into a separate tenement. If a notice is registered, the sporting 
rights will not form part of the converted land. If a notice is not registered, the converted land 
will include the sporting rights. If such rights have been leased out separately, the lease in 
question is not affected by conversion of the qualifying lease but there would be a change of 
landlord. 

Section 7: Creation of servitudes on conversion 

35. The effect of this section is to create those servitudes (e.g. rights of access over 
neighbouring land to maintain a water supply or a drainage pipe) which would have been created 
(whether expressly, impliedly or by positive prescription) had the deeds referred to been a 
conveyance of land leading to separation of ownership.   

36. The deeds referred to are the qualifying lease, any lease higher in the hierarchy of leases 
(where there is such a hierarchy), or any partial assignation relating to the qualifying lease. The 
latter, for example, covers the case where a single lease is divided into two by assignation. The 
assignation may include rights and obligations which affect the part of the lease that is assigned 
and also the part that is retained.  

Section 8: Conversion of reserved sporting rights 

37. This section provides for landlords to preserve sporting rights: i.e. rights to game and to 
fish. 

38. Section 8 does not apply to exclusive rights to fish for salmon. Exclusive rights to fish for 
salmon are separate tenements in land: i.e. they are capable of being owned separately from the 
land or river in which they subsist. This means that either exclusive rights to fish for salmon are 
included in the qualifying lease or they are not. Given this, no special provisions are required for 
exclusive rights to fish salmon.  

39. Subsection (2) provides for the execution and registration of a notice by the landlord.   

40. Subsection (3) sets out requirements as to the content of the notice. This includes the 
terms of any counter-obligation to the right.  

41. Under subsection (4), registration can be either against the interest of the landlord (i.e. the 
owner of the land) or the tenant of the qualifying lease.  

42. Subsections (5) and (6) provide that the notice must be sworn or affirmed before a notary 
public. In the normal case this must be done personally by the landlord but some exceptions are 
set out in subsection (6). Subsection (6)(a)(ii) must be read with Schedule 2 to the Requirements 
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of Writing (Scotland) Act 1995, which identifies who may sign on behalf of companies and other 
juristic persons.  

43. Subsection (7) converts the sporting right into a separate tenement on the appointed day 
provided that the requirements of the section have been complied with and the right is still 
enforceable. It also prescribes the content of the separate tenement.    

44. Where the right has been expressly reserved in the lease, the operation of subsection (7) 
clarifies the types of game which may be included in the right to take game. First of all, it 
comprises the rights and obligations set out in the lease in question. Secondly, insofar as 
consistent with those express rights etc, it comprises, in the case of game, an exclusive right to 
take hares, pheasants, partridges, grouse and ptarmigan, and, in the case of fishing, an exclusive 
right to fish for freshwater fish.  Freshwater fish is defined in section 80. The definition mirrors 
that in section 69(1) of the Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries (Consolidation) (Scotland) Act 
2003. 

45. Subsection (8) qualifies subsection (7) by providing that any exclusive right to game is 
subject to the right of the occupier under the Ground Game Act 1880 to take or kill hares and 
rabbits. 

46. Subsection (9) provides that the separate tenement continues to be subject to any existing 
counter-obligation. It also provides that a counter-obligation is extinguished on the extinction of 
the right.    

47. Subsection (10), as read with the definition of landlord in section 80, makes clear that 
only the owner of the land can serve a notice converting the right into a separate tenement. 
Where the right is held in common each co-owner must sign the notice.  

48. The section is subject to section 75 which deals with pre-registration requirements for 
notices. 

Section 9: Further provision for section 8 

49. Subsection (1) provides that where a right affects more than one qualifying lease a 
landlord has to register a separate notice in respect of each lease. However, where the same 
qualifying lease is affected by different rights subsection (2) allows one notice to be used. 

PART 2: CONVERSION OF CERTAIN LEASEHOLD CONDITIONS TO REAL 
BURDENS 

Overview of Part 2 of the Bill 

50. Part 2 provides a scheme for the conversion of certain leasehold conditions into real 
burdens. Once the conditions have been converted they become subject to the law on real 
burdens. The law on real burdens is primarily contained in the Title Conditions (Scotland) Act 
2003. Section 1 of the 2003 Act outlines what real burdens are. Generally, a real burden is an 
encumbrance on land constituted in favour of the owner of other land in that person’s capacity as 
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owner of that other land. However, personal real burdens are burdens constituted in favour of a 
person other than by reference to the person’s capacity as owner of any land. 

Determination of “qualifying conditions” 

Section 10: Qualifying conditions 

51. This section identifies the criteria that must be met for a leasehold condition to qualify for 
conversion to a real burden. The section should be read with section 11. The effect of the two 
sections is that the leasehold condition must be capable of being constituted as a real burden 
under the Title Conditions (Scotland) Act 2003. 

52. Subsection (1)(a), along with subsection (2), requires the condition to be set out in certain 
deeds. An interposed lease is specifically excluded from the list of constitutive deeds.  An 
interposed lease may be granted under section 17 of the Land Tenure Reform (Scotland) Act 
1974 by the original landlord to another party.   The tenants of the original lease then become 
responsible to the new party, who is their new landlord.  Interposed leases may, for example, be 
granted when the original landlord wishes to retain an interest in the property but does not wish 
to carry out the day to day management.      

53. Subsection (1)(b) requires the condition to be binding on successors. 

54. Subsection (1)(c), along with subsection (3), sets out certain requirements as to the 
content of the condition. Subsection (4) is an aid to interpretation. Whether a leasehold condition 
complies with subsection (3) will be judged by the effect of the words and not merely by their 
form.   

55. Subsection (5) sets out some exclusions. Obligations to pay rent and restrictions on 
assignation and subletting are based on the relationship of landlord and tenant and therefore 
cannot be converted. Rights of irritancy (to terminate a lease) and penalty clauses (monetary 
penalties if lease conditions are not complied with) are also excluded. However, rights of pre-
emption (a right to acquire certain property in preference to any other person), redemption (a 
right to buy back) or reversion (right to retake possession) may be capable of conversion.   

Section 11: Restriction on conversion of qualifying conditions 

56. The effect of this section is that a condition which becomes a qualifying condition must 
comply with section 3 of the Title Conditions (Scotland) Act 2003 for it to be validly converted 
into a real burden. Section 3 of the 2003 Act provides rules as to the content of a real burden. It 
must, for instance, relate directly or indirectly to the burdened property and it must not be 
contrary to public policy.  

57. Section 3(5) of the 2003 Act which prohibits the creation of new rights of redemption is 
excluded as it would otherwise prevent the conversion of a qualifying condition having the effect 
of a redemption or reversion. 
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Meaning of “qualifying land” 

Section 12: Meaning of “qualifying land” 

58. This section defines the term “qualifying land”. 

Entitlement to enforce qualifying conditions 

Section 13: Determination of who may enforce condition 

59. The notice procedure introduced by sections 14 to 28 for converting a qualifying 
condition into a real burden can only be used by a person who has the right to enforce the 
qualifying condition. Section 13 sets out some rules on who can enforce a qualifying condition. 

60. Subsection (2) provides that a person who has not completed title to the property to which 
the right to enforce a qualifying condition attaches has the right to enforce the condition. Where 
more than one person comes within that description then only the person with the latest right to 
the property may enforce it. 

61. Subsection (3) provides that where a lease has been partially assigned, the tenant or 
subtenant of the retained part of the lease can enforce conditions imposed in the assignation or 
related deed. Such a person can then serve a notice under sections 14, 17, and 23 to 28.  The 
reference to a deed registered under section 3 of the Registration of Leases (Scotland) Act 1857 
includes a deed of conditions registered under the old section 3(5) of the 1857 Act which was 
repealed and replaced by the Title Conditions (Scotland) Act 2003 (section 128, schedule 14 
paragraph 1, and schedule 15).   

62. Subsection (4) defines “entitled person” for the purposes of sections 14 to 21. The 
definition recognises that third parties may have a right to enforce a qualifying condition.  

63. Subsection (5) sets out rules, for the purposes of sections 14 to 21, for the situation where 
a right to enforce is held by more than one person pro indiviso (pro indiviso property or land is 
owned by several persons in common). If the right to enforce is held in the capacity of landlord, 
all pro indiviso landlords have to act together. In a section 14 case, for example, they must all be 
parties to the notice and they must all own the land to be nominated as a benefited property. If 
the right to enforce is held by a third party, a pro indiviso holder of the right can act alone but the 
effect is to convert the condition into a real burden for the benefit of all pro indiviso holders.  

Conversion of conditions to burdens 

Section 14: Conversion by nomination of benefited property 

64. This section allows a person with a right to enforce a qualifying condition (the “entitled 
person”) to convert the condition into a real burden in favour of neighbouring land. “Entitled 
person” is defined in section 13(4). The entitled person is usually the landlord (of the qualifying 
lease or a superior lease) but in some circumstances is a neighbour.  
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65. Subsections (1) and (2) provide that where a conversion condition set out in subsection 
(4) is met, or the Lands Tribunal for Scotland makes an order under section 21, an entitled 
person may prospectively convert a qualifying condition into a real burden by executing and 
registering a notice.  

66. Subsection (3) sets out the content of the notice. Further provision as to counter-
obligations (paragraph (h)) is made in section 34.  

67. Subsections (5) and (6) determine what land may be nominated by an entitled person as a 
benefited property. In the majority of cases the entitled person is the landlord. In such a case, the 
land to be nominated as the benefited property is land which either: 

• the landlord owns and which is not subject to a qualifying or exempt lease; or 

• land which the landlord is tenant of under a qualifying or exempt lease.  

68. In the case of third parties, the land which may be nominated as a benefited property is 
that land to which the right to enforce attaches (whether to the ownership of that land or to the 
tenant’s interest under a lease of that land). In the latter case the tenancy under an ultra-long 
lease qualifies as ownership for the purposes of nominating the benefited property.   

69. For example, A is the tenant of a qualifying lease and has assigned the lease in part to B, 
imposing a qualifying condition. Section 13(3) makes it clear that A has the right to enforce that 
condition and section 13(4) provides that A is an entitled person for the purposes of section 14. 

70. To convert the qualifying condition, A has to serve a notice nominating land as the 
prospective benefited property. The land to be nominated as the benefited property has to satisfy 
section 14(5) as read with section 14(6) given that A is not a landlord.  In other words, if the land 
to be nominated is subject to a qualifying or exempt lease, the entitled person has not only to be 
the tenant of that lease (subsection (5)) but also that lease has to be the lease to which the 
entitlement to enforce the condition attaches (by virtue of subsection (6)). 

71. Section 32 deals with cases where a qualifying condition is expressly enforceable by the 
owner or tenant of land other than the qualifying land. 

Section 15: Conversion by nomination: registration 

72. Subsection (1) requires dual registration of the notice against both the burdened and the 
benefited property. Under subsection (2), there is a choice in both cases of registering against the 
title of the owner or (where applicable) the title of the tenant.   

73. Subsection (3) provides that the notice must be sworn or affirmed before a notary public.  
In the normal case this must be done personally but some exceptions are set out in subsection 
(4). Subsection (4)(b) must be read with Schedule 2 to the Requirements of Writing (Scotland) 
Act 1995, which identifies who may sign on behalf of companies and other juristic persons.  
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Section 16: Conversion by nomination: effect 

74. This section converts the qualifying condition into a real burden on the appointed day 
provided that the requirements of the section have been complied with and immediately before 
the appointed day the qualifying condition is still enforceable by the entitled person or a 
successor of that person.  

Section 17: Conversion by agreement 

75. This section allows the “entitled person” (as defined in section 13(4)) to enter into an 
agreement with the tenant of the qualifying lease for the purpose of converting a qualifying 
condition into a real burden in favour of neighbouring land. The entitled person is usually the 
landlord (of the qualifying lease or a superior lease) but in some circumstances is a neighbour. 
An attempt to reach agreement is a prerequisite to an application under section 21 for an order 
from the Lands Tribunal dispensing with the need for any of the conversion conditions set out in 
section 14(4) to be satisfied. 

76. Subsection (1) requires a notice to be served on the tenant under the qualifying lease as a 
preliminary to the agreement.  

77. Subsections (2) and (3) determine what land may be nominated as a benefited property.  

78. Subsection (4) sets out the content of the notice. Further provision as to counter-
obligations (paragraph (f)) is made in section 34. 

79. Subsection (5) allows the parties to the agreement to modify the terms of the qualifying 
condition or any counter-obligation.  

80. Subsection (6) regulates the form and content of the agreement. 

81. Subsection (7) provides that this section is subject to section 36, which lays down further 
provision for notices and agreements.  

Section 18: Conversion by agreement: registration 

82. Subsection (1) requires dual registration of the agreement against both the burdened and 
the benefited property. Under subsection (2), there is a choice in both cases of registering against 
the title of the owner or (where applicable) the title of the tenant.   

Section 19: Conversion by agreement: effect 

83. This section converts the qualifying condition into a real burden on the appointed day if 
the requirements have been met and immediately before the appointed day the qualifying 
condition is still enforceable by the entitled person or a successor of that person.   
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Section 20: Conversion by agreement: title not completed   

84. This section provides the method for deduction of title in cases where under the general 
law deduction of title would be required.  

Applications relation to section 14   

Section 21: Lands Tribunal order 

85. This section allows an “entitled person” (as defined in section 13(4)) to apply to the 
Lands Tribunal for an order dispensing with the need to satisfy any of the conversion conditions 
set out in section 14(4). The entitled person is usually the landlord (of the qualifying lease or a 
superior lease) but in some circumstances is a neighbour.   

86. Subsection (3) prevents an application being made unless there has first been an attempt 
to reach agreement under section 17. 

87. Subsection (4) requires the application to be made within a year of the section coming 
into force. The application has also to include a description of the attempt to reach agreement. 

88. Subsection (5) provides that the Lands Tribunal can make an order if it is satisfied that 
there would be material detriment to the value or enjoyment of the entitled person’s ownership 
(taking such person to have ownership) of the prospective benefited property were the qualifying 
condition in question to be extinguished. If an order is granted, the entitled person can then 
proceed to register a notice under section 14 converting the qualifying condition into a real 
burden.  

89. Subsection (6) provides that the decision of the Lands Tribunal is final. 

90. Subsection (7) makes provision for expenses in the case of a person opposing an 
application. 

Section 22: Dealing with application under section 21 

91. This section makes provision for the procedure in the Lands Tribunal in respect of 
applications under section 21.  

92. The Scottish Ministers also already have powers to make rules in respect of Lands 
Tribunal procedures under section 3 of the Lands Tribunal Act 1949. 

Personal real burdens 

Section 23: Conversion to personal pre-emption or redemption burden 

93. This section allows a person with the right to enforce a qualifying condition which 
confers a right of pre-emption or redemption to convert that condition into a real burden to be 
known as a personal pre-emption burden or a personal redemption burden.  
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94. The entitled person is usually the landlord (of the qualifying lease or a superior lease) but 
in some circumstances is a neighbour. 

95. Subsection (1) provides for the execution and registration of a notice. This must be done 
by the person with the right to enforce the qualifying condition. All pro indiviso landlords, for 
example, have to be parties to the notice.  

96. Subsection (2) identifies the type of qualifying condition which may be converted. 

97. Subsection (3) sets out the content of the notice. Further provision as to counter-
obligations (paragraph (e)) is made in section 34. 

98. Subsection (4) provides for registration of the notice against the burdened property. 
Registration can be against either the title of the owner or the title of the tenant.   

99. Subsection (5) provides that the notice must be sworn or affirmed before a notary public. 
In the normal case this must be done personally but some exceptions are set out in subsection 
(6). 

100. Subsection (6)(b) must be read with Schedule 2 to the Requirements of Writing 
(Scotland) Act 1995, which identifies who may sign on behalf of companies and other juristic 
persons.   

101. Subsection (7) converts the qualifying condition on the appointed day into a personal pre-
emption burden or a personal redemption burden in favour of the person with the right to enforce 
(or that person’s successor) provided that the requirements of the section have been complied 
with and that immediately before the appointed day the qualifying condition is still enforceable.   

102. Subsection (8) makes clear that the benefit of the burden in question can be assigned or 
otherwise transferred to any person. Subsection (9) lays down that the assignation is completed 
by registration.   

103. Subsection (11) provides the method for deduction of title in cases where under the 
general law deduction of title would be required. 

104. The section is subject to section 36, which makes further provision in relation to notices, 
and section 75, which deals with pre-registration requirements for notices.  

Section 24: Conversion to economic development burden 

105. This section allows a local authority, or the Scottish Ministers, with the right to enforce a 
qualifying condition which was imposed for the purpose of promoting economic development to 
convert that condition into an economic development burden in their favour. An economic 
development burden may lay down how the property should be used or may require money to be 
paid to the local authority or the Scottish Ministers. The relevant provision in the Title 
Conditions (Scotland) Act 2003 is section 45. 
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106. Subsection (1) provides for the execution and registration of a notice.   

107. Subsection (2) sets out the content of the notice. Further provision as to counter-
obligations (paragraph (f)) is made in section 34. 

108. Subsection (3) provides for registration of the notice against the burdened property. 
Registration can be against either the title of the owner or the title of the tenant.   

109. Subsection (4) converts the qualifying condition on the appointed day into an economic 
development burden in favour of the local authority or the Scottish Ministers provided that the 
requirements of the section have been complied with and that immediately before the appointed 
day the qualifying condition is still enforceable.   

110. The section is subject to section 36, which makes further provision in relation to notices, 
and section 75, which deals with pre-registration requirements for notices.  

Section 25: Conversion to health care burden 

111. This section allows the Scottish Ministers when they have the right to enforce a 
qualifying condition which was imposed for the purpose of promoting the provision of facilities 
for health care to convert that condition into a health care burden in their favour.  

112. Subsection (1) provides for the execution and registration of a notice.   

113. Subsection (2) sets out the content of the notice. Further provision as to counter-
obligations (paragraph (e)) is made in section 34.  

114. Subsection (3) provides for registration of the notice against the burdened property. 
Registration can be against either the title of the owner or the title of the tenant.   

115. Subsection (4) converts the qualifying condition on the appointed day into a health care 
burden in favour of the Scottish Ministers provided that the requirements of the section have 
been complied with and that immediately before the appointed day the qualifying condition is 
still enforceable.   

116. The section is subject to section 36, which makes further provision in relation to notices, 
and section 75, which deals with pre-registration requirements for notices. 

Section 26: Conversion to climate change burden 

117. This section allows a public body or trust (defined in subsection (5)) or the Scottish 
Ministers with the right to enforce a qualifying condition which was imposed for the purpose of 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions (defined in subsection (5)) to convert that condition into a 
climate change burden in their favour. Climate change burdens were introduced by the Climate 
Change (Scotland) Act 2009. Section 68 of the 2009 Act inserted section 46A into the Title 
Conditions (Scotland) Act 2003. 
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118. Subsection (2) sets out the content of the notice. Further provision as to counter-
obligations (paragraph (f)) is made in section 34. 

119. Subsection (3) provides for registration of the notice against the burdened property. 
Registration can be against either the title of the owner or the title of the tenant.   

120. Subsection (4) converts the qualifying condition on the appointed day into a climate 
change burden in favour of the public body, trust or the Scottish Ministers provided that the 
requirements of the section have been complied with and that immediately before the appointed 
day the qualifying condition is still enforceable. 

121. Subsection (5) lays down various definitions. The definitions of “emissions” and 
“greenhouse gas” are taken from the Climate Change (Scotland) Act 2009. The definition of 
“public body” is taken from an order made by the Scottish Ministers under section 38(4) of the 
Title Conditions (Scotland) Act 2003. 

122. The section is subject to section 36, which makes further provision in relation to notices, 
and section 75, which deals with pre-registration requirements for notices. 

Section 27: Conversion to conservation burden: rule one 

123. This section allows a conservation body, or the Scottish Ministers, with the right to 
enforce a qualifying condition which promotes conservation to convert that condition into a 
conservation burden in their favour. “Conservation burden” is defined in section 38(1) of the 
Title Conditions (Scotland) Act 2003. “Conservation body” is defined in section 122(1) of the 
2003 Act and refers to any body prescribed by an order made by the Scottish Ministers under 
section 38(4) of the 2003 Act. 

124. Subsection (1) provides for the execution and registration of a notice.   

125. Subsection (2) identifies the type of qualifying condition which may be converted. This 
mirrors the definition of conservation burden in section 38(1) of the 2003 Act. 

126. Subsection (3) sets out the content of the notice. Further provision as to counter-
obligations (paragraph (f)) is made in section 34. 

127. Subsection (4) provides for registration of the notice against the burdened property. 
Registration can be against either the title of the owner or the title of the tenant.   

128. Subsection (5) converts the qualifying condition on the appointed day into a conservation 
burden for the benefit of the public in favour of the conservation body or the Scottish Ministers 
provided that the requirements of the section have been complied with and that immediately 
before the appointed day the qualifying condition is still enforceable.   

129. Subsection (6) qualifies the reference in subsection (5) to a conservation body or the 
Scottish Ministers so as to include successors provided that they are either a conservation body 
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or the Scottish Ministers. In any other case the notice falls and the condition is extinguished on 
the appointed day.   

130. The section is subject to section 36, which makes further provision in relation to notices, 
and section 75, which deals with pre-registration requirements for notices. 

Section 28: Conversion to conservation burden: rule two 

131. This section allows a person with the right to enforce a qualifying condition which 
promotes conservation to convert that condition into a conservation burden in favour of a 
conservation body or the Scottish Ministers. The entitled person is usually the landlord (of the 
qualifying lease or a superior lease) but in some circumstances is a neighbour. “Conservation 
burden” is defined in section 38(1) of the Title Conditions (Scotland) Act 2003. “Conservation 
body” is defined in section 122(1) of the 2003 Act and refers to any body prescribed by an order 
made by the Scottish Ministers under section 38(4) of the 2003 Act. 

132. Subsection (1) provides for the execution and registration of a notice. This must be done 
by the person with the right to enforce the qualifying condition. All pro indiviso landlords, for 
example, have to be parties to the notice.   

133. Subsection (2) requires the consent of the nominee to be obtained before a copy of the 
notice is sent to the tenant under the qualifying lease under section 75(2) or in other cases before 
the notice is executed.  The nominee is required to sign the notice by way of indicating consent. 

134. Subsection (3) sets out the content of the notice. Further provision as to counter-
obligations is made in section 34. 

135. Subsection (4) provides for registration of the notice against the burdened property. 
Registration can be against either the title of the owner or the title of the tenant.   

136. Subsection (5) converts the qualifying condition on the appointed day into a conservation 
burden for the benefit of the public in favour of the nominated conservation body or Scottish 
Ministers provided that the requirements of the section have been complied with and that 
immediately before the appointed day the qualifying condition is still enforceable by the person 
with the right to enforce or that person’s successor.   

137. The section is subject to section 36, which makes further provision in relation to notices, 
and section 75, which deals with pre-registration requirements for notices. The adjustment to 
section 36(3)(b) makes clear that a discharge of a section 28 notice also requires the consent of 
the nominated person. 

Other real burdens 

Section 29: Conversion to facility or service burden 

138. Subsection (1) provides for the automatic conversion of qualifying conditions concerned 
with the maintenance, management, reinstatement or use of facilities into facility burdens. 
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Typical examples of facilities are given in subsection (3). “Facility burden” is defined in section 
122(1) of the Title Conditions (Scotland) Act 2003.   

139. Obligations to maintain or reinstate which have been taken over by a local or other public 
authority are excluded (see section 33).  

140. Subsection (2) provides for the automatic conversion of qualifying conditions concerned 
with the provision of services to other land into service burdens. “Service burden” is defined in 
section 122(1) of the Title Conditions (Scotland) Act 2003.   

Section 30: Conversion to manager burden 

141. This section provides for the automatic conversion of a qualifying condition which 
confers a power of management over a group of related properties into a real burden known as a 
manager burden. “Manager burden” is defined in section 63(1) of the Title Conditions (Scotland) 
Act 2003. Such burdens are time limited, usually to five years from creation (section 63(4) to (7) 
of the 2003 Act), which in the case of converted conditions is the date of registration of the 
qualifying lease or other constitutive deed. 

142. Subsections (3) and (4) provide that whether properties are related depends on the 
circumstances of each case and gives a list of indicators. They are modelled on section 66(1) of 
the Title Conditions (Scotland) Act 2003. 

Section 31: Conversion where common scheme affects related properties 

143. This section applies to qualifying conditions the regime provided by section 53 of the 
Title Conditions (Scotland) Act 2003 for real burdens. It draws on concepts of “common 
scheme” and “related properties”, used in the 2003 Act. Essentially, qualifying conditions will be 
imposed under a common scheme insofar as they apply identical or equivalent conditions to each 
property.   

144. The effect of subsection (1) is to convert automatically qualifying conditions which meet 
the criteria into real burdens in respect of which each property covered by the scheme will be 
both a benefited and a burdened property. The burdens created will be community burdens. Part 
2 of the Title Conditions (Scotland) Act 2003 provides for community burdens and section 25 of 
the 2003 Act defines “community burdens”. 

145. Subsections (2) and (3) provide that whether properties are related depends on the 
circumstances of each case and gives a list of indicators.  A typical example would be flats in the 
same tenement. 

146. Subsection (4) prevents rights of pre-emption, redemption or reversion being conferred 
by virtue of this section.   
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Section 32: Conversion where expressly enforceable by certain third parties 

147. Sometimes the lease makes clear that, in addition to the landlord, the conditions (or some 
of them) are to be enforceable by neighbours, i.e. by the owners or tenants of other land. Without 
express provision the rights fall with the conditions themselves. This section therefore provides 
for the conversion of such conditions into real burdens.   

Exclusions from conversion 

Section 33: Qualifying condition where obligation assumed by public authority 

148. This section provides that the automatic conversion of qualifying conditions involving 
roads, sewerage or other facilities into facility or service burdens (section 29) does not extend to 
obligations which have been taken over by a local or other public authority. Obligations of this 
kind are spent. The provision also applies to obligations which are part of a common scheme 
(section 31).  

Effect of conversion on counter-obligations 

Section 34: Counter-obligations on conversion   

149. This section makes clear that an obligation which is the counterpart of a qualifying 
condition converted into a real burden also survives and is binding on the former landlord or 
third party enforcer or any replacement enforcer. An example might be where a tenant is under 
an obligation to pay for maintenance which is then to be carried out by the landlord. The section 
does not provide a free-standing right to enforce the counter-obligation but it makes the right to 
enforce the burden subject to performance of the counter-obligation.   

150. Subsection (2) sets out the relevant counter-obligations. 

Prescription 

Section 35: Prescriptive period for converted conditions 

151. This is a transitional provision. The period of negative prescription (extinction of 
obligation) for a leasehold condition is presently twenty years. After conversion to a real burden, 
the period will be five years under section 18 of the Title Conditions (Scotland) Act 2003. The 
effect of this section is to make the prescriptive period for a breach of a qualifying condition that 
occurs before the appointed day for leasehold conversion the same as the period for a breach of a 
real burden that occurred before the day appointed for feudal abolition. That is to say, the 
prescriptive period for such a breach will be the shorter of 5 years from the appointed day or 20 
years from the breach. 

Notices and agreements under this Part  

Section 36: Further provision for notices and agreements  

152. Subsection (2) provides that the person with a right to enforce (whether landlord or third 
party) should not be able to preserve that right under separate heads of conversion. It should not, 
for example, be competent to convert a condition into a neighbour burden under section 14 and a 
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conservation burden under section 27 or section 28. A choice has to be made but the choice is 
not final as subsection (3) allows an earlier agreement or notice to be discharged.   

153. Subsections (4) and (5) regulate the number of notices that are required. Where the same 
qualifying condition enforceable by the same person affects more than one qualifying lease, a 
separate notice must be prepared for each lease but the same notice (or agreement) can be used 
for more than one condition.  

154. Subsection (6) makes clear that there is no requirement of registration where the 
prospective benefited property is outwith Scotland. 

PART 3: ALLOCATION OF RENTS AND RENEWAL PREMIUMS ETC. 

Overview of Part 3 of the Bill 

155. Part 3 of the Bill makes provision for the allocation of cumulo rent and cumulo renewal 
premium.  “Cumulo” refers to a single payment made in relation to two or more leases.   

Key terms 

Section 37:  Partially continuing leases and renewal obligations etc 

156. This section defines certain terms. 

Section 38: Cumulo rent and cumulo renewal premium 

157. This section defines cumulo rent as a single rent payable under two or more leases and 
cumulo renewal premium as a single renewal premium payable in relation to two or more leases. 

158. Subsection (2) qualifies the definitions of cumulo rent and cumulo renewal premium by 
providing that where a rent or premium has been apportioned between the leases before the 
appointed day with the express or implied agreement of the parties the rent or premium 
apportioned is to be the rent or premium for that lease.  

159. The definition of cumulo renewal premium is qualified further by subsections (3) and (4). 
They provide that where a cumulo rent has been apportioned with the agreement of the parties 
but not the cumulo premium, the premium is allocated between the leases in the same 
proportions as the rent.  

Allocation of rent 

Section 39: Allocation of cumulo rent before appointed day 

160. This section allows the landlord to allocate cumulo rent before the appointed day.   This 
allows landlords to claim an exemption from the Bill, if the annual rental for an individual lease 
after the cumulo rent has been allocated is over £100. 
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161. Subsection (1) and (2) provide that where two or more leases are subject to cumulo rent 
and one or more of the leases is a qualifying lease (defined in section 1), the landlord may 
allocate the cumulo rent.    

162. Subsection (3) provides that the allocation must be reasonable and subsection (4) 
provides that the allocation is presumed to be reasonable if it is in accord with any 
apportionment that has already taken place.  This presumption is relevant only in cases where an 
apportionment was made without the consent of the landlord: for example, where the rent is 
collected by a property manager or other third party and remitted to the landlord in a single sum. 
Subsection (5) provides that once the allocation by the landlord has taken place the rental for 
each individual lease is the annual rental and is not to be treated as cumulo.    

Section 40: Allocation of cumulo rent after appointed day 

163. Where the annual rent payable under the lease is a cumulo rent, as defined in section 38, 
that rent requires to be allocated before the compensatory payment can be calculated under Part 
4. This section sets out the rules for doing so. 

164. Subsection (2) directs the landlord to allocate the cumulo rent between the leases within 2 
years of the appointed day. The rent is to be allocated between all of the leases in respect of 
which cumulo rent was payable. The allocation must be in such proportions as are reasonable in 
the circumstances (subsection (3)). 

165.  Subsection (4) creates a presumption that the landlord’s allocation is reasonable if it 
accords with an apportionment made before the appointed day. This presumption is relevant only 
in cases where an apportionment was made without the consent of the landlord: for example, 
where the rent is collected by a property manager or other third party and remitted to the landlord 
in a single sum. To assist the landlord, section 58 requires any third party collector to disclose to 
the landlord information about the tenants from whom the rent has been collected and the 
amount collected.   

166. Under subsection (5), the sum allocated to a lease that continues after the appointed day 
is the annual rent payable under that lease from the appointed day, subject to any allocation 
under section 41 in relation to partially continuing leases. 

Section 41: Partially continuing leases: allocation of rent 

167.  Section 41 is concerned with a lease that is partly extinguished and partly continues on 
and after the appointed day. “Partially continuing lease” is defined in section 37. A lease is a 
partially continuing lease if, for example, there is a partial sublease further down the leasehold 
chain which is exempt from conversion under Part 5. Instead of being extinguished in full, the 
higher lease continues in force in relation to the subjects of the exempt lease. 

168. Subsection (1) directs the landlord of a partially continuing lease to allocate the annual 
rent payable under the lease between the continuing part and the extinguished part (the 
“continuing subjects” and the “converted subjects”). Subsection (2)(b) provides that if the rent 
payable under the lease was a cumulo rent, as defined in section 38, the landlord must allocate 
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the cumulo rent between the relevant leases, as outlined in section 40, before carrying out the 
allocation under this section. 

169. Under subsection (4), the sum allocated to the continuing part of the lease is the annual 
rent payable under that lease from the appointed day.   

Allocation of renewal premium 

Section 42: Allocation of cumulo renewal premium 

170. Where a cumulo renewal premium (as defined in section 38) is payable under more than 
one lease, a landlord, for the purposes of claiming a compensatory payment or an additional 
payment for the loss of the renewal premium, has first to allocate the premium. 

171. If the premium allocated is more than £100, compensation can only be claimed under 
section 51(1)(d) as an additional payment.   

172. The allocation must be in such proportions as are reasonable in the circumstances 
(subsection (3)). Subsection (4) creates a presumption that an allocation of a premium is 
reasonable if it accords with an apportionment effective immediately before the appointed day 
or, if there is no such apportionment, it follows any allocation of cumulo rent made under section 
40. 

173. Under subsection (5), the renewal premium allocated to a lease that continues after the 
appointed day is the renewal premium payable under that lease from the appointed day, subject 
to any allocation under section 43 in relation to partially continuing leases. 

Section 43: Partially continuing leases: allocation of renewal premium 

174. Where a renewal premium (as defined in section 37) is payable under a partially 
continuing lease, a landlord, for the purposes of claiming a compensatory payment or an 
additional payment for the loss of the renewal premium, must first allocate the premium between 
the converted subjects and the continuing subjects.  

175. Subsection (3) provides that if the renewal premium payable under the lease is a cumulo 
renewal premium, as defined in section 38, the landlord must allocate the cumulo renewal 
premium between the relevant leases, as outlined in section 42, before carrying out the allocation 
under this section. 

176. If the premium allocated is more than £100, compensation can only be claimed under 
section 51(1)(d) as an additional payment. 

177. The allocation must be in such proportions as are reasonable in the circumstances 
(subsection (4)). Subsection (5) creates a presumption that an allocation of a premium is 
reasonable if it follows an allocation of rent under section 41. 
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178. Under subsection (6), the sum allocated to the continuing part of the lease is the renewal 
premium payable under the lease from the appointed day. 

Allocation disputed or not made 

Section 44: Allocation disputed or not made: reference to Land Tribunal 

179. Under subsection (1), the tenant under a continuing lease or the continuing part of a lease 
can apply to the Lands Tribunal for Scotland to: 

• challenge the allocation of cumulo rent under sections 39 or 40; 

• challenge the allocation of cumulo renewal premium under section 42; 

• challenge the allocation of rent in relation to partially continuing leases under section 
41; 

• challenge the allocation of renewal premium in relation to partially continuing leases 
under section 43; 

• seek the allocation of cumulo rent or cumulo renewal premium, if the landlord has 
failed to carry out an allocation within two years from the appointed day; and 

• seek the allocation of rent or renewal premium, where a lease is partially continuing, 
between the converted subjects and the continuing subjects, where the landlord has 
failed to do so within 2 years of the appointed day. 

180. Where the landlord has made an allocation which is disputed, any application by the 
tenant to the Lands Tribunal must be made within 56 calendar days, beginning with the day on 
which notice of the allocation was given to the tenant. Where no allocation is made, the tenant 
may apply to the Tribunal at any time after the expiry of the two year period running from the 
appointed day.   

181. This section does not give a former tenant of a lease, or part of a lease, extinguished on 
the appointed day, a right to challenge the amount of compensation claimed by the former 
landlord where an allocation has been made. However, it is a defence to a claim for 
compensation that the allocation was unreasonable. 

PART 4: COMPENSATION FOR LOSS OF LANDLORD’S RIGHTS 

Overview of Part 4 of the Bill 

182. Part 4 sets out a scheme under which the landlord of a lease converting to ownership 
under Part 1 may claim compensation. A landlord may claim a general payment for the loss of 
rights. This is termed a compensatory payment and is based on the capitalised value of the rent 
(see sections 45 to 49).  

183. Exceptionally a compensatory payment may not be enough. In certain cases, therefore, a 
landlord may claim a further payment, termed an “additional payment”, for the loss of the right 
in question (see sections 50 to 55). 
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184.  Part 4 also contains provisions in relation to the landlord serving a preliminary notice 
where a claim is likely to exceed £500 (see section 56); the tenant making payments by 
instalments when the amount due is £50 or more (see section 57) and the disclosure of 
information (see sections 58 and 59). 

Compensatory payment 

Section 45: Requiring compensatory payment 

185. To claim a compensatory payment, the former landlord must serve on the former tenant a 
notice in the prescribed form within 2 years of the appointed day, accompanied by a copy of a 
prescribed explanatory note (subsection (4)). 

186. The sum due by the tenant is calculated in accordance with section 47 and is an ordinary 
unsecured debt. The claim is against the immediate former tenant of the person making the 
claim. 

187. If the sum being claimed is £50 or more, an instalment document has to be served along 
with the notice (subsection (5)). This gives the former tenant the option of paying by instalments 
in accordance with the scheme set out in section 57. If an instalment document is not served the 
notice has no effect.   

188. Subsection (6) provides that the section is subject to section 56, the effect of which is to 
restrict the amount of compensatory payment to no more than £500 unless a preliminary notice 
has been served.  

Section 46: Making compensatory payment 

189. If the landlord has followed the notice procedure correctly, the former tenant must, unless 
entitled to pay by instalments (see sections 45(5) and 57), make the compensatory payment 
within 56 calendar days beginning with the day on which notice is served.  

Calculation of compensatory payment 

Section 47: Calculation of the compensatory payment 

190. This section sets out how the compensatory payment by tenants to landlords is to be 
calculated. The method of calculation is based on the compensation scheme under the Abolition 
of Feudal Tenure etc. (Scotland) Act 2000, which abolished feudal tenure. The compensation is 
designed to deliver the same economic benefit to the landlord as the ongoing income from rent 
paid under the ultra-long lease being converted to ownership. Additional payments may also be 
due – see sections 50 to 55). 

191. The compensatory payment is first calculated by working out the Annual Income (AI). 
As outlined in Step 1, the AI is calculated by determining the annual rent, in accordance with 
section 48, and then, as outlined in Step 3, by adding any notional annual renewal premium 
(NARP) calculated under section 49. Under Step 2 and section 49, the NARP is any renewal 
premium of £100 or less, divided by the renewal period (RP) (see section 49). Renewal 
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premiums of over £100 may give rise to a separate claim for an additional payment – see section 
51(1)(d). 

192. To give an example, if the annual rent is £2.50 and the renewal premium is £2.50, with a 
renewal period of 99 years, the AI is £2.50 plus 3p (£2.50 divided by 99, rounded to the nearest 
penny). Therefore, the AI is £2.53. 

193. The next step, as outlined in Step 4, is to calculate the sum of money which would, if 
invested in 2.5% Consolidated Stock, produce an annual sum equal to AI. This sum is the 
compensatory payment. 

194. The price of Consolidated Stock varies. At 25 November 2011, the price was £67.50 (to 
buy £100 of nominal stock yielding 2.5% interest). Therefore, the compensatory payment is 
£67.50 (price of stock yielding £2.50 a year) multiplied by £2.53 (AI) divided by £2.50 (annual 
sum produced by investing £67.50 in 2.5% consolidated stock). This gives a compensatory 
payment of £68.31. 

195. To give another example, if the annual rent is £20 and there is no NARP, the 
compensatory payment is £67.50 (price of stock) multiplied by £20 (AI) divided by £2.50 
(annual income from the stock). This gives a figure of £540.   

196. Another way of carrying out the calculation is to use a variable multiplier (variable as the 
price of 2.5% Consolidated Stock varies). Therefore, if the price of 2.5% Consolidated Stock is 
£67.50, the variable multiplier is 27 (£67.50 divided by £2.50). This variable multiplier can then 
be multiplied by the AI to produce the compensatory payment.  

Annual rent 

Section 48: Determination of the annual rent 

197. This section lays down how the annual rent should be determined for the purposes of 
calculating the compensatory payment. In some cases, rent may be paid on a cumulo basis. 
Cumulo rent is defined in section 38 and refers to a single rent payable in relation to two or more 
leases. In these cases, the annual rent is allocated under section 40. 

198. In other cases, a lease may be “partially continuing” (a definition of “partially continuing 
lease” is laid down in section 37). In these cases, the annual rent is allocated under section 41. 

199. Where the lease does not involve cumulo rents or partially continuing leases, the annual 
rent is as laid down in the lease, excluding any non-monetary payments. 

200. Subsection (2) provides that any rent expressed in non-monetary terms is to be excluded 
from the calculation of the compensatory payment. Provision is made for non-monetary rents to 
be the basis of a claim for an additional payment – see section 51(1)(a). 
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Renewal premiums 

Section 49: Calculation of notional annual renewal premium 

201. This section applies if a renewal premium of £100 or less is payable under the lease and it 
is necessary to include the renewal or more than one renewal in order to meet the durational 
requirements for conversion. 

202. Subsection (2) directs the former landlord to divide the amount of the renewal premium 
by the number of years between each renewal.  This gives a sum which represents the “notional 
annual renewal premium” or NARP. The NARP is added to the annual rent payable under the 
lease in order to calculate compensation under section 47. 

203. Subsection (3) provides that that where there is a partially continuing lease, the renewal 
premium for leases converting to ownership is as allocated under section 43. Where there is not a 
partially continuing lease but there is a cumulo renewal premium, the renewal premium is as 
allocated under section 42. And in all other cases the renewal premium is the amount payable 
under the lease. 

204. If a renewal premium of more than £100 is payable, the landlord can claim compensation 
under the additional payments regime set out in sections 50 to 55. 

Additional payment 

Section 50: Claiming additional payment 

205. To claim an additional payment for the loss of a right, the former landlord must serve a 
notice in the prescribed form on the former tenant within two years of the appointed day 
(subsections (2) and (4)). The amount claimed is calculated in accordance with section 52.  The 
claim is against the immediate former tenant of the person making the claim except in the 
circumstances set out in subsection (3).  

206. Under subsection (3), where the right lost by the former landlord of a superior lease is 
one specified in section 51(1)(e) to (g), the former landlord is directed to serve the notice 
claiming an additional payment on the former tenant of the qualifying lease rather than on the 
former tenant of the superior lease.   

207. Subsection (4) sets out various requirements for the form and content of the notice. The 
notice must be accompanied by a copy of the explanatory note.   

208. Under subsection (5), if the sum being claimed is £50 or more an instalment document 
has to be served along with the notice. This gives the tenant the option of paying by instalments 
in accordance with the scheme set out in section 57. If an instalment document is not served the 
notice has no effect.  

209. Subsection (6) provides that the section is subject to section 56 the effect of which, in the 
case of a qualifying lease, is to restrict the maximum amount that can be claimed by way of 
additional payment to £500 unless a preliminary notice has been served.  
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Section 51: Extinguished rights 

210. This section identifies the rights the loss of which may found a claim for an additional 
payment. In the notice making the claim it will be for the landlord to nominate, and to justify, the 
particular ground of claim (see section 50(4)).   

211. Subsection (1)(a) refers to a right to a non-monetary rent. Paragraph 6.29 of the Scottish 
Law Commission report indicated that in around 1% of the leases it surveyed it found non-
monetary rents such as six fat hens, oat farm meal and the services of a labourer for three days to 
work on the roads in a town. 

212. Subsection (1)(b) refers to a right to have the rent reviewed or increased.  Paragraph 6.30 
of the Scottish Law Commission report indicated that provision for rent reviews was rare in 
ultra-long leases but the possibility should be acknowledged. Paragraph 6.31 of the report 
indicated that it is possible for rent to increase by way of a fixed formula rather than by virtue of 
a review. 

213. Subsection (1)(c) refers to a right to a rent to the extent that the amount payable is 
variable from year to year.   This might, for example, be relevant where rent is based on the 
turnover of a business. 

214. Subsection (1)(d) refers to a right to receive a renewal premium of more than £100 (rights 
to receive lesser amounts can be recovered under the compensatory payment regime (see 
sections 47 and 49)).   

215. Subsection (1)(e) relates to a landlord’s right of reversion, so long as the lease would 
expire no later than 200 years after the appointed day. Reversionary rights occasionally may 
have a value over and above the income stream from rent.  Rights falling into this category are to 
be valued in accordance with section 52(3) and (4). 

216. Subsection (1)(f) refers to a right to bring a lease to an end before its normal expiry. The 
right has to be within the full control of the landlord and exercisable within 200 years of the 
appointed day. A break clause exercisable at regular intervals or a right of redemption or 
resumption exercisable at the landlord’s discretion would be included but not a right to terminate 
on breach. A right (such as a right of redemption) which is converted into a real burden under 
sections 16,19 or 23 is excluded.   

217. Subsection (1)(g) refers to a right to development value provided that the right has not 
been converted into a real burden under sections 16 or 19. “Development value” is defined in 
subsection (2) as is the expression “right to development value”.   

Section 52: Calculating additional payment 

218. This section sets out some general and some specific rules for determining the amount of 
an additional payment. Subsection (2) provides that the right is to be valued as at the appointed 
day.  
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219. Subsections (3) and (4) contain specific rules relating to the valuation of a landlord’s 
reversionary interest in a claim under section 51(1)(e). In particular, the value is deemed to be 
the value of the right if sold on the open market by a willing seller to a willing buyer, with 
special buyers and special sellers (i.e. those with a particular interest in the property) 
disregarded. 

220. Subsections (5) to (7) provide that any obligations on the landlord which are extinguished 
by conversion have to be taken into account (but not insofar as such obligations are preserved as 
a counter obligation to a real burden) as has any other entitlement of the landlord to recover in 
respect of the loss. “Any other entitlement” refers primarily to the compensatory payment 
calculated under section 47. 

221. Subsection (8) caps a claim for the loss of the right to development value. In some cases, 
ultra-long leases may have been granted cheaply on the basis that the property was used for some 
limited purpose, such as the building of a church or a community hall. 

222. Paragraph 6.45 of the Scottish Law Commission report said that if any leasehold 
conditions preserving development value were discharged by the Lands Tribunal, any 
compensation would be limited to a sum to make up for the effect the leasehold condition 
produced in reducing the consideration paid for the interest in the property. No account is taken 
of inflation. In other words, the loss of the right to development value is limited to the reduction 
in the price paid for the interest in the property at the time. 

Section 53: Additional payment: former tenant agrees 

223. This section applies where, following service of an additional payment notice under 
section 50, the former tenant agrees to make the payment specified in the notice. Unless the 
former tenant is entitled to pay by instalments (see section 57), payment must be made to the 
former landlord within 56 calendar days beginning with the day on which the notice was served 
on the former tenant.   

224. There may be cases where the former tenant does not agree to pay the amount specified 
in the notice. In these cases, the former tenant and the former landlord may agree that a different 
amount should be paid (see section 54) or where agreement cannot be reached, the matter may be 
referred to the Lands Tribunal (see section 55).  

Section 54: Additional payment: amount mutually agreed 

225. Following service of an additional payment notice under section 50, the former landlord 
and former tenant may agree that a different amount be paid. This section regulates the 
procedure to be followed.  

226. Subsection (2) requires the former landlord to serve a further notice in the prescribed 
form on the former tenant specifying the agreed amount and requesting payment. The notice 
must be served within 5 years of the appointed day to be valid.  If a notice is not served, the 
obligation to pay does not arise and the landlord loses the right to collect the payment. 
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227. Subsection (3) sets out requirements for the form and content of the notice. The notice 
must be accompanied by a copy of the explanatory note.   

228. If the agreed sum is £50 or more, subsection (4) requires that an instalment document is 
served along with the notice. This gives the tenant the option of paying by instalments in 
accordance with the scheme set out in section 57. If an instalment document is not served the 
notice has no effect. 

229. Unless entitled to pay by instalments, subsection (5) requires the former tenant to make 
payment to the former landlord within 28 calendar days, beginning with the day on which the 
notice is served.   

Section 55: Claim for additional payment: reference to Lands Tribunal 

230. This section applies in cases where no agreement has been reached under section 53 or 
section 54.   

231. Subsection (1) gives both the former tenant and the former landlord the right to refer any 
matter relating to a claim for an additional payment to the Lands Tribunal. 

232. Subsection (2) gives the Lands Tribunal a wide discretion to determine the matter and 
make such order as it thinks fit. 

233. Subsection (3) requires the Lands Tribunal to provide the former tenant with the option of 
paying by instalments in accordance with the statutory instalment scheme if the additional 
payment is fixed at £50 or more. This subsection makes certain amendments to the instalment 
scheme to take account of the fact that no instalment document will be served on the former 
tenant in such circumstances. 

234. Subsection (4) provides that all references to the Lands Tribunal must be made within 5 
years of the appointed day.   

Supplementary 

Section 56: Claims in excess of £500: preliminary notice 

235. A landlord who intends to claim a sum which is likely to exceed £500 by way of 
compensatory or additional payment from the tenant of the qualifying lease has to serve a 
preliminary notice. This notice must be served no later than six months before the appointed day 
on the person who is registered at that time as the tenant. Separate notices have to be served in 
respect of each type of payment. If a notice is not served the amount of compensatory or 
additional payment that can be claimed is capped at £500.  
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Section 57: Making payment by instalments 

236. Where the compensatory payment or additional payment is £50 or more the former 
landlord has to serve an instalment document along with the relevant notice. This section sets out 
the rules of the instalment scheme. 

237. Subsection (2) provides that the instalment document must be completed in the 
prescribed form and accompanied by a copy of the explanatory note. 

238. Subsection (3) requires that to obtain the option to pay by instalments, the former tenant 
has to sign, date and return the instalment document along with payment of a 10% surcharge. 
The tenant has to do this within the period allowed for payment of the compensatory or 
additional payment, which is either 56 or 28 calendar days.  

239. Subsection (4) provides that the option of paying by instalments is lost by the former 
tenant of a qualifying lease in the event of a sale of the whole or part of the land now owned. 

240. Subsections (6) and (7) set out the details of the instalment scheme. Whitsunday is 28 
May and Martinmas is 28 November. 

241. Subsection (8) provides for immediate payment of the balance if an instalment is unpaid 
for forty two calendar days.  

242. Subsection (9) makes clear that in other cases the balance can be repaid at any time.   

Section 58: Collecting third party to disclose information 

243. This section requires any third party collector of rent (e.g. where rent has been on a 
cumulo basis) to disclose to the landlord information about the tenants from whom the rent has 
been collected and, where the rent remitted is part of a cumulo rent, the amount so collected, so 
far as this is practicable. 

Section 59: Duty to disclose identity etc. of former tenant  

244. This section requires a person on whom a notice was mistakenly served claiming a 
compensatory or additional payment to disclose the name and address of the former tenant or, 
failing that, such other information as will enable the former tenant to be traced.  

Section 60: Prescription of requirement to make payment 

245. This section provides that the obligation to pay the compensatory or additional payment 
prescribes (i.e. extinguishes) after 5 years. Prescription starts to run from the date the obligation 
to pay arises. 
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Section 61: Interpretation of Part 4 

246. Subsection (1) defines former landlord and former tenant for the purposes of Part 4.  It 
has to be read alongside the definitions of landlord and tenant in section 80(1). The definitions 
include a person who has a right to the interest but who has not completed title.  If more than one 
person comes within the definition the latest such person is treated as the landlord or the tenant.   

247. Subsection (2) provides where there are co-tenants their liability is joint and several as 
regards the compensatory or additional payment in a question with the former landlord and also 
among themselves. It also makes clear that for the purposes of Part 4 such tenants are to be 
treated as a single tenant except for the provisions regarding service of a notice. 

PART 5: EXEMPTION FROM CONVERSION AND CONTINUING LEASES 

Overview of Part 5 of the Bill 

248. This Part contains provisions on the landlord being able to exempt a lease, by agreement 
with the tenant or through an order of the Lands Tribunal, if the annual rental is over £100 either 
immediately before the appointed day or at any point in the 5 years before Royal Assent.   Part 5 
also makes provision on the tenant opting out of converting a lease to ownership by exempting 
the lease and recalling the exemption. It also contains provisions on the registration of 
unregistered leases. These are then treated as leases which are exempt from conversion but with 
the tenant having the option of recalling this exemption. 

Exempt leases 

Section 62: Exempt leases 

249. This section sets out the consequences of a lease being an exempt lease when the 
appointed day arrives. The effect is to suspend the process of conversion in relation to that lease 
and any superior lease. Existing landlord-tenant relationships continue in force as before.   
“Exempt leases” are defined by reference to sections 63 to 66.  

Types of exempt leases 

Section 63: Exemption of qualifying lease by registration of notice 

250. This section allows the tenant of a qualifying lease to opt out of conversion so that it 
becomes an “exempt lease”. The section requires the tenant to register a notice of exemption at 
least two months before the appointed day.   

Section 64: Exemption of qualifying lease by registration of agreement or order 

251. This section allows a landlord to claim an exemption in respect of a lease where the 
annual rental is over £100. 

252. Subsection (1) provides that the landlord must register an agreement with the tenant or an 
order made by the Lands Tribunal no later than 2 months before the appointed day. 
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253. Subsection (2) makes provision in respect of the form of the agreement with the tenant.  

254. Subsection (2)(c)(i) provides that one option is for the agreement to state that the annual 
rent immediately before the appointed day will be over £100.  Such an agreement might be 
sought, for example, where the landlord allocates cumulo rent under section 39 and the allocated 
rent for an individual lease is over £100. 

255. Subsection (2)(c)(ii), as read with subsection (3), provides that another option is for the 
agreement to state that the annual rent was over £100 at any point in the 5 years before Royal 
Assent.   This reflects that some leases may have variable rent.  Variable rent may mean that the 
rent paid in any one year in the 5 years before Royal Assent exceeds £100 even though the base 
rent laid down in the lease is under £100.    

Section 65: Certain leases registered near or after the appointed day 

256.  An unregistered lease which otherwise satisfies the requirements for conversion is not a 
qualifying lease under section 1. This section makes provision for the situation where the lease is 
subsequently registered. 

257. An unregistered lease which is first registered in the year before the appointed day or at 
any time thereafter is treated as an exempt lease. This enables the lease to be converted into 
ownership by registering a recall notice under section 67. This procedure gives the landlord of 
that lease notification of conversion of the lease to ownership and the opportunity to register 
notices converting conditions into real burdens etc. Where first registration of the lease takes 
place in the year before the appointed day, section 62 suspends the process of conversion. 

Section 66: Subleases of exempt leases 

258. The tenant under an exempt lease may grant a sublease which fulfils the criteria for 
conversion. This section provides that on registration the sublease is to be treated as an exempt 
lease. The tenant may then register a recall notice.  

Section 67: Recall of exemption   

259. This section allows the tenant under an exempt lease to register a recall notice, so long as 
the lease is not exempted under section 64 by the landlord. The tenant may register a recall 
notice before or after the appointed day.   

260. Under subsection (2), on registration of a recall notice the exempt lease ceases to be an 
exempt lease. It then becomes eligible for conversion so long as it meets the general criteria for 
conversion. In particular, the unexpired duration of the lease must at the appointed day (see 
subsection (3)) be more than 100 years.  

261. Subsection (3) prescribes the appointed day where the notice of recall is registered in the 
six months before or on or at any time after the standard appointed day laid down in section 70. 
The effect of deferring the appointed day is to give a landlord of the qualifying lease or any 
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superior lease a period of six months in which to consider whether to register notices converting 
leasehold conditions into real burdens.  

262. Subsection (4) removes the requirement for the landlord to serve a preliminary notice in 
order to claim compensation or additional payments of more than £500. The purpose of such a 
notice is to invite consideration of opting out but that is no longer relevant where the decision to 
recall has been made.   

Supplementary 

Section 68: Exemption and recall notices: supplementary 

263. This section sets out rules for the service and registration of a notice of exemption or a 
notice of recall.   

264. Subsections (2) and (3) provide for the sending of a copy of the exemption notice or 
recall notice to the landlord of the qualifying or exempt lease and any landlord of a superior 
lease. Service can be on the person who is registered as landlord. Normally service is by post, 
and must precede registration. The notice must contain a statement about service, or an 
explanation as to why service was not reasonably practicable.  

265. Subsection (4) requires the notice to be registered against the title of the tenant. This 
allows anyone dealing with the lease to see the position. 

Section 69: Application to Lands Tribunal for order confirming rent 

266. This section makes provision for the landlord to obtain an order from the Lands Tribunal 
that the annual rent in relation to a lease exceeds £100.   If such an order is granted, the landlord 
may register the order under section 64 to claim an exemption. 

267. Subsection (3) provides that an application can only be made to the Tribunal if an attempt 
has been made to reach agreement with the tenant.   Subsection (4) provides that any application 
to the Tribunal must outline what had been done to obtain an agreement and must be made 
within a year of the section coming into force. 

268. Subsection (1)(a) provides that the application may be for an order that the annual rent 
immediately before the appointed day will be over £100.   Such an order might be sought, for 
example, where the landlord allocates cumulo rent under section 39 and the allocated rent for an 
individual lease is over £100. 

269. Subsection (1)(b), as read with subsection (2), provides that the application may be for an 
order that the annual rent was over £100 at any point in the 5 years before Royal Assent.   This 
reflects that some leases may have variable rent.  Landlords may wish to claim an exemption as 
variable rent may mean that the rent paid in any one year in the 5 years before Royal Assent 
exceeds £100 even though the base rent laid down in the lease is under £100. 
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PART 6: GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS 

Overview of Part 6 of the Bill 

270. This Part contains provisions on a variety of issues: the appointed day; how to determine 
the duration of leases; leases continuing on tacit relocation; irritancy; service of notices; 
registration of notices; matters that the Keeper of the Registers of Scotland is not required to 
determine; referring disputed notices to the Lands Tribunal; the registration of documents 
rejected by the Keeper when the courts or the Lands Tribunal determine that they are registrable; 
amendments to enactments; interpretation; ancillary provisions; subordinate legislation and 
commencement. 

The appointed day 

Section 70: The appointed day 

271. This section fixes the appointed day, which is the day when qualifying leases are 
converted into ownership. Martinmas (28 November) is chosen because that is one of the dates 
on which rent is normally payable. The period of two years between the coming into force of the 
section under section 70 and the appointed day enables the qualifying leases to be identified 
ahead of conversion. This in turn enables the statutory notices for conversion of qualifying 
conditions etc. to be served and registered before the appointed day. 

272. The Term and Quarter Days (Scotland) Act 1990 regulates, in Scotland, the date of 
Martinmas (and Whitsunday, Candlemas and Lammas).  

Duration of lease etc 

Section 71: Determining duration of lease  

273. The provision sets out a number of rules for calculating the period of a lease. The period 
of a lease is relevant for the purposes of working out whether a lease qualifies for conversion 
(section 1(3)); whether an additional payment can be claimed for the residual value of the 
reversionary interest (section 51(1)(e)) and how that value is to be assessed (section 52(3) and 
(4)); and whether an additional payment can be claimed for the loss of a right to bring a lease to 
an end early (section 51(1)(f)). In each case the duration of the lease is calculated in the same 
way.   

274. Subsection (1) sets out the rules for break options (which are disregarded), for renewals 
(which are included), for calculating the lifetime of a tenant (for the exceptional cases where this 
might be relevant), and for consecutive leases (which are included). A consecutive lease is a 
lease which is granted during the term of the first lease on essentially the same terms and 
conditions as the first lease and which is to run from the moment the first lease ends.  

275. Subsection (2) makes clear that a calculation of the period of a lease in accordance with 
the rules in subsection (1) is subject to section 67 of the Abolition of Feudal Tenure etc. 
(Scotland) Act 2000. That provision (with certain exceptions) prohibits the grant of a lease for 
more than 175 years. The provision has no relevance for break options and so subsection (2) 
does not apply to such options. 
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Section 72: Leases continuing on tacit relocation  

276. This section relates to leases continuing on tacit relocation (leases continuing on a year 
by year basis where, for example, a renewal was due to have taken place but did not actually 
happen). The section provides that Part 4, on compensation, applies to such leases as does 
section 71, on determining the duration of the lease, as if any provision requiring the landlord to 
renew the lease had been complied with.  

277. To give an example, some leases in Blairgowrie are for 99 years but contain provisions 
requiring the landlords to renew them in perpetuity for further periods of 99 years. The effect of 
section 73 is that where such leases have not been renewed but continue on tacit relocation, the 
renewal is deemed to have taken place, including conditions about further renewals. This means 
that the durational requirements for leases to convert to ownership are met. 

Extinction of right of irritancy in certain leases 

Section 73: Extinction of right of irritancy in certain leases 

278. This section prevents a lease of land granted for a period of more than 175 years which 
has an unexpired duration of more than 100 years and is not excluded by section 1(4) or section 
64 from being terminated by irritancy. The lease does not have to be registered to be covered by 
this section.  

279. Irritancy is the premature termination of the lease by the landlord, when the tenant has 
failed to comply with one or more of the tenant’s obligations under the lease.  It includes a 
provision in a lease which deems a failure of the tenant to comply with any provision in the lease 
to be a material breach of contract. Any proceedings already commenced in relation to irritancy 
of a lease covered by this section are deemed to be abandoned (subsection (4)). However, any 
final decree granted is not affected (subsection (5)). 

Section 74: Service of notices 

280. This section sets out the rules for service of a notice (and preliminary notice) in respect of 
a compensatory or additional payment and in respect of serving notices to enter into an 
agreement with a tenant for the purpose of converting a qualifying condition into a real burden in 
favour of neighbouring land. 

281. Liability to pay any compensatory or additional payment depends on service of a notice. 
The date of service is the starting point for the period allowed for payment or return of the 
instalment document. The date of service is the date of delivery or posting. When notices are 
returned undelivered, provision is made for service on the Extractor of the Court of Session. 

Section 75: Notices: pre-registration requirements 

282. This section applies to notices which require to be submitted for registration under 
section 8 (sporting rights) or under Part 2. 
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283. The section provides for the sending of a copy of the notice to the tenant under the 
qualifying lease. Normally service is by post and must precede registration. The notice must 
contain a statement about service, or an explanation as to why service was not reasonably 
practicable.   

Section 76: Keeper’s duty as regards documents 

284. This section relieves the Keeper of the Registers of the need to verify certain matters 
which the Keeper could not reasonably be expected to check.    

Section 77: Disputed notices: reference to Lands Tribunal 

285. This section gives the Lands Tribunal a broad jurisdiction to resolve disputes in relation 
to notices. The section applies not only to notices converting conditions into real burdens under 
Part 2 but also to notices converting reserved sporting rights (section 8) and to exemption and 
recall notices (sections 63, 64 and 67).   

Section 78: Certain documents registrable despite initial rejection 

286. This section allows late registration, within limits, if the initial rejection of a notice or 
agreement by the Keeper is judicially overturned.   

287. Subsection (1) identifies the notices and agreements in question.   

288. Subsection (2) provides that a notice or agreement has to be registered within 2 months of 
the determination by the court (defined in subsection (6) as either the Court of Session or the 
Sheriff Court) or the Lands Tribunal. Under subsections (3) and (4), a notice which is registered 
after the appointed day is given retrospective effect.   

289. Subsection (5) provides for Scottish Ministers to specify a period of time within which 
application has to be made to the court or the Lands Tribunal. A different period may be 
prescribed for exempt leases.  An exempt lease can be recalled at any time (other than a lease 
exempted under section 64) and so the appointed day for that lease is uncertain.  In the normal 
case where the appointed day is certain the period that is set will depend on the progress made 
with applications to the court or the Lands Tribunal.   

Miscellaneous 

Section 79: Amendments to enactments 

290. This section gives effect to the minor and consequential amendments in the schedule. 

Section 80: Interpretation 

291. Subsection (1) gives the meaning of certain terms.  The majority of the terms have 
already been discussed in the Notes to the earlier sections.   
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292. Under subsection (2) expressions used in the Title Conditions (Scotland) Act 2003 are to 
have the same meaning unless otherwise provided. Section 122 of the 2003 Act is the 
interpretation provision.  This technique allows a number of terms to be used without further 
explanation – for example, benefited property, burdened property, conservation body, 
conservation burden, economic development burden, enactment, facility burden, service burden, 
health care burden, manager burden, and notary public.  

Section 81: Ancillary provision  

293. This section provides ancillary order-making powers for Ministers.  

Section 82: Subordinate legislation 

294. This section regulates the making of subordinate legislation under the Bill. 

Section 83: Commencement 

295. This section deals with the date of commencement. Different elements of the Bill may be 
commenced at different times. 

Section 84: Short title 

296. This section deals with the short title. 

Schedule 

297. This makes minor and consequential amendments.  

 
—————————— 

 
FINANCIAL MEMORANDUM 

 
INTRODUCTION 

298. This document relates to the Long Leases (Scotland) Bill, introduced in the Scottish 
Parliament on 12 January 2012.  It has been prepared by the Scottish Government to satisfy Rule 
9.3.2 of the Parliament’s Standing Orders. It does not form part of the Bill and has not been 
endorsed by the Parliament. 

Background 

299. The Long Leases (Scotland) Bill implements a report by the Scottish Law Commission 
(SLC). Under the Bill, ultra-long leases (let for over 175 years and with over 100 years left to 
run) are eligible to convert to ownership. Compensatory and additional payments are payable to 
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landlords by tenants. Certain sporting rights can be preserved by landlords and some leasehold 
conditions can be converted into real burdens in the title deeds. 

300. The Scottish Government consulted in 2010 on the proposed Long Leases (Scotland) Bill. 
This consultation included a partial Regulatory Impact Assessment.  A Long Leases (Scotland) 
Bill was introduced in the last session of the Parliament but fell when Parliament was dissolved 
for the Scottish elections. Paragraph 5 of the Explanatory Notes provides references to the SLC 
Report, the Scottish Government consultation and the Bill introduced into the last Parliament. 

301. The figures below provide estimates of potential costs.  In terms of margins of 
uncertainty, the figures assume that there are around 9,000 leases eligible for conversion and that 
very few tenants opt out of conversion. The Government does not have perfect knowledge on the 
number of ultra-long leases and so costs could go up or down, depending on how many leases 
convert and how many tenants opt out.  Assumptions are also made on the number of notices 
registered: again, the number could go up or down. 

302. There will be costs to Registers of Scotland, as outlined below.   Costs are estimated at 
current (2011/12) prices: the impact of inflation is uncertain.  The amount of compensatory 
payment payable by tenants to landlords depends on the number of leases that convert; whether 
landlords bother to claim the compensatory payment (which will usually be very low) and the 
value of 2.5% Consolidated Stock when conversion takes place. 

Costs on the Scottish Administration   

Registers of Scotland  

303. Registers of Scotland is a non-Ministerial Department of the Scottish Administration, 
headed by the statutory office-holder, the Keeper of the Registers of Scotland.   Since 1 April 
1996, it has operated as a Trading Fund and is currently regulated by the Public Finance and 
Accountability (Scotland) Act 2000.   

304 As a Trading Fund, Registers of Scotland derives funding solely from the fees it charges 
for the registration and information services it provides.  Registers of Scotland is expected to 
ensure that income is sufficient to meet its expenditure and that capital reserves are sufficient to 
meet its liabilities (including latent liabilities).  As a consequence of Registers of Scotland’s 
Trading Fund status, the costs of the Bill falling on Registers of Scotland will not impose any 
burden on the Scottish Consolidated Fund.  The costs of updating title sheets will have a 
negligible impact on fees.  The costs of registering notices and applications under the Bill will be 
met by those seeking to register the notices and making the applications. 

305. Conversion of registered qualifying ultra-long leases to ownership happens automatically 
(unless the tenant seeks exemption or the landlord registers an agreement or an order stating that 
the annual rent is over £100).  There will be costs to the Keeper of the Registers of Scotland that 
will require to be met from Registers of Scotland’s Trading Fund and recouped from fees levied 
on all customers. The work the Keeper will need to carry out includes: 

• altering the status of the title sheet from leasehold to ownership;  

• updating the burdens sections of the title sheet; and 
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• deleting the title sheet of any intermediate tenants.  

306. The administrative costs incurred by Registers of Scotland will relate to: 

• redeployment and retention of skilled staff to set up systems, update existing titles 
and ongoing registration; 

• the creation of new practices;  

• training and customer awareness costs; and  

• changes to IT systems.  

307. Registers of Scotland estimates additional costs of £75,000.  These costs will need to be 
recovered by registration fees in the Land and Sasine Registers and so costs will be met by all 
customers and not just those benefiting from the conversion of ultra-long leases to ownership. 

308. Registers of Scotland has decided not to carry out a specific exercise to update the Land 
Register to reflect the conversion of ultra-long leases to ownership under the Bill.   Not doing a 
specific exercise will keep costs down.  Instead, Registers of Scotland will update title sheets 
when a property transaction takes place.  Owners will be able to request that title sheets be 
updated to reflect the change in ownership.   A charge would be made by Registers of Scotland 
for this service.     

309. In addition, there will be a number of cases where applications will be made to Registers 
of Scotland, following the enactment of this proposed legislation. These include: 

• to register a qualifying lease condition as a real burden;  

• to preserve landlord’s rights to take game or to fish for freshwater fish;  

• to exempt an ultra-long lease from converting into ownership where the landlord has 
obtained agreement from the tenant or an order from the Lands Tribunal that the 
annual rental immediately before the appointed day or in a period of five years 
before Royal Assent exceeded £100; 

• to exempt an ultra-long lease from converting into ownership, if the tenant so wishes;  

• to recall an exemption notice; and  

• to register an unregistered ultra-long lease, to invoke the procedures so that the ultra-
long lease could be converted to ownership.  

310. Registers of Scotland will charge fees in relation to the applications listed above.  

311. At current levels of fees, the fees charged by Registers of Scotland in respect of these 
applications will be £60 per Land Register title sheet and/or per deed recorded in the Sasines 
Register. 

312. We expect the number of applications to the Keeper to be low.  Paragraph 8.7 of the SLC 
report said “it is true that a small number of those [leasehold] conditions may be converted into 
real burdens”. Paragraph 8.14 of the SLC Report said that the “numbers [of unregistered ultra-
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long leases] are likely to be very small”.  If 1,000 applications are made to Registers of Scotland, 
this suggests a total cost to applicants of £60,000 at current fee levels.  As fees are based on cost 
recovery for registration, additional applications would not offset setup costs. 

313. In summary, the estimated cost of the conversion of leases to Registers of Scotland is 
£75,000. The costs to Registers of Scotland will be met by general registration fees in the Land 
and Sasine Registers. The generality of Registers of Scotland’s customers will therefore meet the 
cost. 

314. In addition, Registers of Scotland will also need to register notices and agreements. The 
cost of this registration work should be covered by fees charged for these registrations. At 
current fee levels, the fees charged could amount to £60,000 (based on 1,000 applications).    

Legal aid budget 

315. The Bill only has a minimal4 impact on the legal aid budget, as: 

• The number of ultra-long leases qualifying for conversion is low (around 9,000). 

• Conversion happens automatically (unless the tenant seeks exemption or the landlord 
registers an agreement or an order stating that annual rental is over £100). 

• The number of cases taken to the Lands Tribunal is expected to be very low. 

• The notices which tenants and landlords may need to complete are straightforward, 
and any legal advice required should not be time-consuming. 

• No new criminal offences are created by the Bill. 

Publicity 

316. The Government will work closely with key bodies (eg Registers of Scotland) to ensure 
that those affected by the Bill (i.e. tenants and landlords) are aware of it. The Government will 
raise awareness of the Bill through websites and specialist publications rather than by a formal 
paid publicity campaign. Therefore, any publicity costs are minimal.  

Costs on local authorities 

317. The Bill does not impose any new duties on local authorities and there are no specific 
costs to local authorities. If local authorities happen to be tenants in ultra-long leases, they are 
liable for compensation and additional payments to landlords in the same way as other tenants. 
Like other tenants, local authorities are able to opt out of conversion, if they so wished.    Local 
authorities may also be landlords in ultra-long leases.   During consideration of the previous Bill 
in the last Parliament, evidence was taken on ultra-long leases on the common good which had 
been let by local authorities.   A survey by the Scottish Government of local authorities found 
evidence of 5 ultra-long leases of land held on the common good. 

                                                 
4       “Minimal” for the purposes of this memorandum is regarded as costs not exceeding £25,000 in total. 
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Costs on other bodies, individuals and businesses 

Applications to the Lands Tribunal for Scotland 

318.  The Lands Tribunal for Scotland5 is funded by the Scottish Government and through fees 
payable by persons making applications to the tribunals.   Following the enactment of legislation 
on long leases, some applications may be made to the Lands Tribunal for Scotland.  For 
example, applications to the Lands Tribunal may be made: 

• By landlords seeking to convert a qualifying condition in a lease into a real burden 
even though the benefited property does not have a permanent building used as a 
place of human habitation and resort lying within 100 metres of the burdened 
property; the condition is not a right of pre-emption or redemption and the land is not 
a separate tenement in land (such as minerals or salmon fishings) and the condition 
was conceived for the benefit of that land. Applications to the Lands Tribunal can 
only be made after an attempt by the landlord to reach agreement with the tenant.  

• To challenge notices on the grounds of validity.  

• To challenge a real burden (converted from a qualifying condition in a lease) or to 
seek to vary or discharge a real burden. The procedure here is laid down in the Title 
Conditions (Scotland) Act 2003.  

• To fix the amount of additional payment due to the landlord for extinction of rights 
over the land, if the landlord and tenant cannot agree the amount. 

• To obtain an order that the annual rental immediately before the appointed day or in 
a period of 5 years before Royal Assent exceeded £100. 

319. If applications are made to the Lands Tribunal, there are fees payable to the Tribunal by 
the individuals making the applications and legal expenses payable by the parties to the case.6  

320. However, given the small number of ultra-long leases, we expect the number of 
additional cases for the Lands Tribunal in relation to this proposed legislation to be few in 
number. The SLC noted in paragraph 4.45 of its Report that “the relatively small number of 
leases eligible for conversion means that applications to the Lands Tribunal should occur in 
small and manageable numbers”. 

321. Given this, any costs arising to applicants or to the Lands Tribunal in respect of 
applications to the Tribunal can be regarded as minimal. 

Compensatory payments payable by tenants to landlords 

Incidence of ultra-long leases 
322. Under the Bill, compensatory payments are payable by tenants to landlords. 
Compensatory payments are only payable if claimed by landlords. 

                                                 
5       The Lands Tribunal receives administrative support through the Scottish Tribunal Service.  More information 
on the Scottish Tribunal Service can be found at http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Justice/legal/Tribunals  
6 More information on fees payable to the Tribunal can be found on their website at http://www.lands-tribunal-
scotland.org.uk/fees.html 
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323. To produce an estimate of the total amount of compensatory payment which may be paid, 
it is first necessary to produce an estimate of the number of ultra-long leases which may convert 
to ownership under the Bill. Work was done on this for the partial Regulatory Impact 
Assessment included in the Government consultation and these estimates of the incidence of 
ultra-long leases are shown below. These estimates were not challenged by any of the 
respondents to the consultation. 

324. The SLC Report, and a report carried out in 1951 for the Scottish Leases Committee 
chaired by Lord Guthrie, carried out work on and a previous study on the incidence of long 
leases. Appendix II to the Guthrie report noted that in 1951 there were 13,151 long leases 
recorded in the Register of Sasines, of which 8,744 still had over 100 years left to run. 

325. The SLC, working with Registers of Scotland, carried out a survey on leases in 2000, for 
the counties of Ayr, Clackmannan, Lanark and Renfrew. The table below, based on paragraph 4 
of Appendix C to the SLC Report, shows the number of long leases examined in each county 
together with a comparison of the numbers which existed in 1951: 
 
 Number of long leases 

examined in 2000 
Number of long leases in 

1951 

Ayr 303 1988 

Clackmannan 193 305 

Lanark 1,220 4,153 

Renfrew 963 655 

Totals for the four 
counties 

2,679 7,101 

 
326. However, the SLC indicated that it only examined 25% of the leasehold titles in Lanark 
and 50% of the leasehold titles in Renfrew. This means that the number of long leases in the 
counties is as outlined below: 
 
 Number of long leases in 2000 Number of long leases in 

1951 

Ayr 303 1988 

Clackmannan 193 305 

Lanark 4,880 4,153 

Renfrew 1,926 655 

Totals for the four 
counties 

7,302 7,101 
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327. This means that in 2000, in the four counties, the number of long leases was 102.8% of 
the figure in 1951. Extrapolating this to Scotland as a whole suggests that there are now 13,519 
long leases (102.8% of 13,151). 

328. This apparent increase in registered long leases may be caused by section 2(1)(a)(v) of 
the Land Registration (Scotland) Act 1979 which introduced a requirement to register in the 
Land Register any transfer of the tenant’s interest following commencement of the Act in the 
relevant county.  

329. However, some ultra-long leases eligible for conversion under the scheme contained in 
the Bill may not be covered by the figures above: 

• The SLC survey did not include the Register of Sasines. 

• There may be unregistered ultra-long leases which would qualify for conversion 
under the scheme and which may be registered should the Bill be enacted. 

330. Therefore, the Scottish Government recognises that the figure of 13,519 given in 
paragraph 327 above could be questioned: and there may have been further changes since the 
SLC carried out their survey in the year 2000. However, the figure of 13,519 appears the best 
available and is used in subsequent calculations below. 

331. Paragraph 11 of Appendix C to the SLC report noted that of the long leases they 
examined in the year 2000, 1,786 had an initial duration of more than 175 years, whilst the 
remaining 813 had a duration of 175 years or less. (Paragraph 6 of Appendix C noted that the 
duration of 80 leases was unknown). In percentage terms, therefore, (and excluding the leases of 
unknown duration), 68.7% of long leases had an initial duration of more than 175 years and 
31.2% of leases had an initial duration of less than 175 years. 

332. Using these percentages suggests that there are 9,287 long leases in Scotland with an 
initial duration of more than 175 years (68.7% of 13,519). 

333. To qualify for conversion under the Bill, ultra-long leases must have at least 100 years 
left to run. Table 3 at paragraph 14 of Appendix C to the SLC report showed that at least 97.6% 
of long leases with an initial duration of more than 175 years still have more than 100 years to 
run. This suggests that there are 9,064 ultra-long leases (97.6% of 9,287) in Scotland eligible for 
conversion under the Bill. In round figures, this suggests that around 9,000 ultra-long leases are 
eligible for conversion under the Bill. This figure of 9,000 is used in the remainder of this 
Financial Memorandum.   

334. Compensatory payments are based on the rent paid.  Paragraph 17 of Appendix C to the 
SLC Report indicated that of the ultra-long leases the SLC examined, the rent was known for 
around 95% (1,705) of the leases granted for an initial period of more than 175 years. 
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335. The table below, based on information in paragraph 17 of Appendix C to the SLC Report, 
shows the following rents being paid: 
 
Rent paid Number of leases % of leases examined 

£5 a year, or less 1,160 68.03% 

£5.01 to £30 a year 505 29.62% 

£30.01 to £50 a year 14 0.82% 

£50.01 to £100 a year 19 1.11% 

Over £100 a year 7 0.41% 

Totals 1,705 100% (rounded) 
 
336. The SLC Report recommended in paragraph 6.16 that the compensatory payment for the 
extinction of the rights of landlord under a lease should be such sum as, if invested in 2.5% 
Consolidated Stock on the day before the appointed day, would produce an annual sum equal to 
the annual rent due under the lease. 

337.  The price of £100 nominal amount of 2.5% Consolidated Stock is £67.50 [checked on 25 
November 2011]. Therefore, to redeem a rent of £2.50 you need to spend £67.50. This suggests a 
(variable) “multiplier” of 27. [£67.50 divided by £2.50, to one decimal place]. 

338.  The table below shows the amount of compensatory payment which could be payable. 
This is based on the estimated number of qualifying long leases (9,000) and the information in 
the table above on level of rents. Leases with an annual rent of over £100 are not eligible to 
convert under the Bill and so for the purposes of the table below leases which fall into this 
category have been added to the category relating to a rental of £75. This has a small impact on 
the estimate of the amount payable generally, given that very few ultra-long leases have a rental 
of more than £100.  
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Rent paid  Number of leases7 Compensatory payment payable8 

£2.50 6,123 £413,303 

£17.50 2,666 £1,259,685 

£40 74 £79,920 

£75 137 £277,425 

Totals 9,000 £2,030,333 
 
339. This is rounded in this Financial Memorandum to £2 million. This equates to an average 
of £220 per lease.  It is a higher figure than when the last Bill was considered by the previous 
Parliament as the price of 2.5% Consolidated Stock has increased over the past year. 

340. The precise amount payable depends on the value of 2.5% Consolidated Stock when 
conversion takes place and how many landlords claim the amounts due. 

341. The SLC recommended that any “renewal premiums” (or “grassum”) payable when ultra-
long leases are renewed should be taken into account when amounts due to landlords by tenants 
are calculated (see paragraphs 6.22 to 6.27 of their report). The SLC recommended that where 
the renewal premium is £100 or less, then, for the purposes of compensation, the rent should be 
augmented by the amount of the premium divided by the number of years occurring between 
each renewal. (So if the premium is £100 and the renewal period is 99 years, the rent would be 
deemed to be augmented by £1.01). Where the renewal premium is over £100, the figure is taken 
account of in relation to additional payments (see below). 

342. The approach taken in Financial Memorandum is to treat as minimal any deemed 
augmentations of rent where the premium is £100 or less, given that the augmentation is so 
small. 

Additional payments payable by tenants to landlords 

343. As well as compensatory payments, the SLC also recommended that some additional 
payments should be payable in certain circumstances. This section goes through the various 
heads. 

Non-monetary rents 
344. The SLC noted in paragraph 6.29 of its report that non-monetary rents were found in 
around 1% of the long leases in their survey: these non-monetary payments often supplemented 

                                                 
7 This is based on the percentage split in the previous table, except that leases with a rent over £100 have been added 
to the category of leases with a rent of £75.  
8  Assumes 100% of landlords claims the compensatory payment, which is unlikely.  
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the monetary rent. Examples quoted by the SLC are six fat hens; four bolls9 of good and 
sufficient oat farm meal and the services of a labourer to work on the roads of a particular town. 

345. The additional payment due would either be based on an agreed monetary equivalent (in 
which case the formula for monetary rents based on the price of 2.5% Consolidated Stock would 
apply) or an amount fixed by order of the Lands Tribunal. Either way, as only 1% of long leases 
are affected, the approach taken in this Financial Memorandum is to treat any sums involved as 
minimal. 

Rent review 
346. Paragraph 6.30 of the SLC Report noted that in “ultra-long leases provision for rent 
review is rare but probably not unknown”. Given that additional payments for rent review will be 
rare, the approach taken in this Financial Memorandum is to treat any sums involved as minimal. 

Rent increase 
347. Paragraph 6.31 of the SLC report noted that rent might increase by way of a fixed 
formula rather than by way of rent reviews. Again, the approach taken in this Financial 
Memorandum is to treat any sums involved as minimal. 

Variable rents 
348. Section 51(1)(c) of the Bill provides that additional payments may be claimed in respect 
of rent which is variable from year to year, such as rent based on turnover of a business.  Rent 
based on turnover of a business is most likely in leases let on commercial terms, which are likely 
to be excluded from the Bill given that leases with rent of more than £100 are excluded.   

349. In addition, this Bill makes provision for landlords to obtain an exemption if the annual 
rental of a lease is over £100 at any point during the 5 years leading up to Royal Assent.  This is 
designed to cover cases where the base rental under the lease is under £100 a year but variable 
rental takes the amount paid over £100 a year.   This could exclude from the Bill some leases 
where landlords do retain a significant interest and additional payment claims in respect of 
variable rental might have been significant. 

350. Given the exclusions from the Bill for leases with an annual rental of over £100, the 
approach taken in this Financial Memorandum is to treat any additional payments for variable 
rents as minimal.    

Renewal premiums exceeding £100 
351. Paragraph 6.32 of the SLC Report suggested that additional payments should be payable 
where renewal premiums over £100 would be payable in order to make the long lease a 
qualifying lease. The specific example quoted in the SLC Report is of a renewal premium of 

                                                 
9 A “boll” is defined in Chambers Twentieth Century Dictionary as “a measure of capacity for grain, etc., used in 
Scotland and the north of England – in Scotland usually = 6 imperial bushels….also a measure of weight, 
containing, for flour 140 lb”.    
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£1,000 payable in 30 years time after the appointed day.  However, paragraph 6.23 of the SLC 
report noted that “where, as usually, the renewal premium (grassum) is tied to the ground rent, it 
is likely to be very small - less than £1 in the example quoted above [Blairgowrie leases]. 
Occasionally the amount due is larger”. Given that the number of cases is likely to be small, the 
approach taken in this Financial Memorandum is to treat any sums involved as minimal. 

Residual value of reversionary interest 
352. Paragraph 6.33 of the SLC Report suggested that additional payments might be paid to 
reflect the value a landlord might attach to land which is due to revert to the landlord no later 
than 200 years from the appointed day.  

353. The SLC Report noted that “the numbers involved are small. Our survey found only 50 
leases granted for more than 175 years and with an unexpired duration of less than 200 years - 
less than 3% of the total of ultra-long leases. And of these small numbers there will be many 
instances in which the residual interest is valueless.” Given this, the approach taken in this 
Financial Memorandum is to treat any sums involved as minimal. 

Early termination 
354. Paragraph 6.34 of the SLC Report noted that a landlord’s right to terminate an ultra-long 
lease early may be of value and in principle should be capable of founding a claim for an 
additional payment.  However, the SLC Report then added a number of caveats: 

• The value may turn out to be negligible if, as often, the right to terminate early can 
only be exercised against payment.  

• An additional payment should be available only for rights within the full control of 
the landlord.  

• A right to terminate on breach should not be included, nor should a right of pre-
emption. 

355. Given these caveats, the approach taken in this Financial Memorandum is to treat any 
sums involved as minimal. 

Right to development value 
356. Paragraphs 6.36 and 6.37 of the SLC report noted that additional payments should be 
payable if land was leased cheaply because of restrictions on the use of the property and the 
possibility remained that the restrictions could have been discharged in the Lands Tribunal, with 
money being paid by the tenant to the landlord. 

357. The SLC Report went on to suggest, in paragraph 6.45, that there should be a ceiling on 
payments under this head so that compensation would be limited to “a sum to make up for any 
effect which the title condition produced, at the time it was created, in reducing the consideration 
then paid or payable for the burdened property”. The SLC also proposed that inflation be 
disregarded. SLC figures indicated(see paragraph 16 of Appendix C) that few long leases have 
been granted in recent times. Given that, and given that development value payments are based 
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on the original value of the property, with no account taken of inflation, the approach taken in 
this Financial Memorandum is to treat any sums involved as minimal. 

Other costs 

Legal advice 
358. Landlords and tenants seeking to register preservation or exemption notices may also 
incur costs when obtaining their legal advice. However, as the notices are straightforward and we 
do not expect many to be served, the costs should be minimal. 

Stamp Duty Land Tax 
359. The SLC considered Stamp Duty Land Tax10 (SDLT) in paragraphs 8.19 to 8.26 of its 
Report. It noted that there could be some debate as to whether conversion of a lease to ownership 
was a chargeable consideration but concluded that it was. The SLC went on to recommend that 
long leases which convert to ownership should be treated as a land transaction which is exempt 
from SDLT. 

360.  However, there have been changes to UK legislation since the SLC wrote its report. The 
current versions of sections 77 and 77A of the Finance Act 2003 were inserted by section 94(2) 
of the Finance Act 2008. Among other matters, sections 77 and 77A provide that an acquisition 
of ownership where the chargeable consideration is less than £40,000 does not have to be 
notified for SDLT purposes. (Any obligation to pay SDLT would fall at a higher figure). 

361. The number of qualifying ultra-long leases is low and the number of cases where 
notification will be required will be very low and we doubt if any would actually have to pay 
SDLT. In the light of this, we are not proposing any specific exemption from SDLT for ultra-
long leases which convert to ownership and any SDLT obligations which do arise are likely to be 
so small they can be regarded as minimal. 

                                                 
10 More information on Stamp Duty Land Tax can be found at http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/sdlt/intro/basics.htm  
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Summary of costs 

362. The table below provides a summary of costs: 
 

Nature of cost £ 

Costs to Registers of Scotland of converting ultra-long leases. 
(As Registers of Scotland receives no subsidy from the Scottish 
Government, set-up costs must be met from all customers’ 
general registration fees not specific to ultra-long leases). 

75,000 

Fees paid by applicants to Registers of Scotland for registering 
notices and agreements relating to ultra-long leases. (These fees 
cover the costs of these registrations but would not cover the 
£75,000 costs to Registers of Scotland of conversion). 

60,000 

Costs to legal aid budget Minimal 

Costs to Government of publicity campaign  Minimal 

Costs to Local authorities None 

Costs to Lands Tribunal Minimal 

Compensatory payments (total) payable by tenants to landlords  2,000,000 (or average of 
£220 per lease) 

Additional payments (total) payable by tenants to landlords  Minimal 

Costs to applicants of legal advice when registering preservation 
or exemption notices 

Minimal 

Stamp Duty Land Tax Minimal 
 
 

—————————— 
 

SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT STATEMENT ON LEGISLATIVE 
COMPETENCE 

363. On 12 January 2012, the Cabinet Secretary for Rural Affairs and the Environment 
(Richard Lochhead MSP) made the following statement: 

“In my view, the provisions of the Long Leases (Scotland) Bill would be within the 
legislative competence of the Scottish Parliament.” 
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—————————— 
  

PRESIDING OFFICER’S STATEMENT ON LEGISLATIVE 
COMPETENCE 

 
364. On 11 January 2012, the Presiding Officer (Tricia Marwick MSP) made the following 
statement: 

“In my view, the provisions of the Long Leases (Scotland) Bill would be within the 
legislative competence of the Scottish Parliament.” 
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